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Fig. N Daniel Marot, Plusieurs pensées utiles aux architectes,
peintres, sculpteurs, orfèvres, jardiniers et autres,
The Hague NTMP.
Nationalmuseum, åãÖ çêå SSRMK
Presumably Nicodemus Tessin’s copy, with
Carl Gustaf Tessin’s name stamped on the binding.
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Fig. O Daniel Marot, Design for a library interior from Plusieurs pensées utiles aux architectes, peintres, sculpteurs, orfèvres, jardiniers et autres (see Fig. N),
Nationalmuseum, åãÖ çêå SSRMK

taken up as a personal emblem of Charles XI, king of Sweden, in
conscious rivalry with the sun of Louis XIV. The light from the
stella polaris was perhaps less radiant than that of the sun, but the
star was more constant and had the advantage of being associated with the geographical position of Sweden.
One of the minds behind the public image of the autocratic
rule of Charles XI was the architect Nicodemus Tessin the Younger.3 Tessin’s concern was to improve the standards of the visual
arts in Sweden by using French and Italian models and by filling
them with a national programme. In order to secure continuous
access to the foreign models, he systematically collected prints,
drawings and books. In this article, I will briefly present Tessin
and his library and then discuss in particular how the architect
used prints from the Roman publisher De Rossi as inspiration

I am constant as the northern star,
Of whose true-fix’t and resting quality,
There is no fellow in the firmament.
Julius Caesar, III, i
f å p Ü ~ â É ë é É ~ ê É Û ë é ä ~ ó , Julius Caesar’s arrogant refusal
of the senators’ pleas seals his fate.1 But part of the picture is that
the psychological characteristic that makes him unable to change
his mind – his constancy – was considered one of the chief virtues
of an early modern prince. Justus Lipsius’ De Constantia, the founding text of neostoicism, was published in TR editions between
NRUQ and NTUP.2 Towards the end of the NTth century, a popular
version of this practical philosophy inspired much of the political
art of countries with autocratic rule. In NSUN, the Polar star was
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and sources for his own creative work. I will conclude by considering Tessin’s ambitions as an architect-collector in the context of
his time.
Tessin’s father was a German-born architect with the same
name – Nicodemus Tessin the Elder – who had settled in Sweden
during the final decade of the Thirty Years’ War. Through his
training in his father’s house, and during the years from the age
of NV to OP ENSTPÓNSTT) that he spent in Italy, the younger Tessin became steeped in the Roman architectural tradition and formed a firm belief in the eternal values of its canon. The two following years, from NSTU to NSUM, which he spent in France, did
not convince Tessin that the French had supplanted the Italians
as architects; but this sojourn familiarised him with the arts scene
in the realm of Louis XIV and instilled in him a deep respect for
French progress in garden design and interior decoration. To
catch up with the latest developments, Tessin made one last European tour during NSUT and NSUU.4
The last journey was made in preparation for the greatest
task of Tessin’s career: the modernisation of the Royal Palace in
Stockholm, a huge, partly mediaeval pile in the middle of the
city. His assignment was to regularise and to carve out fashionable apartments within the older framework. But after a catastrophic fire in May NSVT that almost completely destroyed the
old castle, his job description changed: he was now to design a
new palace and was given a free hand. Finished long after his
death, it became the work for which Tessin is best known.
During the relatively short period when the buildings he designed were actually being constructed, Tessin found that access
to books, prints and drawings of Italian architecture was indispensable. The images were not simply “sources”, but a compensation for the crippling absence from the Eternal City. Without
the stimulus of a steady flow of information from abroad, Tessin’s creative impulses dried up. He became an avid collector. “I
have everything in the manner of interesting books and prints
from Italy”, he wrote proudly in NTMT.5
In NTNO, Tessin published a catalogue in French of his collections of books, prints and drawings.6 Organised according to subject matter, the catalogue begins with three editions of Vitruvius,
followed by Vignola in Italian, Dutch, French and German; and
then Palladio, Alberti, Scamozzi and Serlio. It continues to cover
most titles printed in the field of art and architecture in Italy and
France during the NSth and NTth centuries. Tessin’s catalogue
makes it possible to discern not only his artistic ideals, but also
the variety of tasks that his position as Swedish surintendant entailed: a French treatise on timber is listed before Filippo Baldinucci’s biography of Bernini, and after a series of folios of engravings
of French landscape gardens follow pamphlets on cultivating
fruit trees, flowers and kitchen plants, making jam and raising
songbirds.

A large number of the items in the catalogue have been preserved in Swedish public collections, above all in the Nationalmuseum and the Royal Library. They allow us to appreciate how Tessin used printed images not only for his design work but also for
his writings, such as the Treatise on Interior Decoration, a manuscript from c. NTNT, published for the first time in OMMO.7 The topic was of particular interest to Tessin, but as there was no tradition of writing in this field, there are few proper books under this
heading in his catalogue. Instead, the important titles are collections of prints showing the designs of near-contemporaries such
as Jean Berain and Jean Le Pautre and the latter’s pupil Daniel
Marot. Most of these volumes survive in the Nationalmuseum in
bindings with the name of Tessin’s son Carl Gustaf stamped on
the front cover. The second volume listed on page OS in Tessin’s
NTNO catalogue is Daniel Marot’s Plusieurs pensées utiles aux architectes, peintres, sculpteurs, orfèvres, jardiniers et autres, from NTMP (Fig.
N). This recent publication would have been important to Tessin,
who understood interior decoration as a field more dependent
on fashion than architecture proper. One of the plates shows a library designed by Marot at the end of the NTth century – a comfortable room with an armchair with wings and a reading desk
positioned for light and warmth by the fireplace (Fig. O).8 The
folio volumes are placed on three shelves, above and between
which are shelves and sections for the quartos. Outsize formats
are kept in low cupboards below the shelves. On top of the
shelves are globes and busts, presumably portraying the writers
and philosophers of antiquity.
We don’t know with any certainty what Nicodemus Tessin’s
library looked like, but a drawing by the architect dating from
c. NTNR shows a project or an ideal view of his own library, or possibly even something approximating its historical appearance
(Fig. P). The general disposition can be compared to that shown
in Marot’s project. The tall spines are volumes with prints, kept
on three shelves, while smaller books are kept close to the floor.
On top of what must be the chimney-piece (although, confusingly, there seems to be further books in it), Tessin has placed a
model of an equestrian statue. We know that he owned a model
of Louis XIV on horseback, possibly the plaster reduction now in
the Nationalmuseum collections (Fig. Q). On top of the shelves
Tessin has suggested decorative sculptures, very likely meant to
be representations of the wax models for trophy and abduction
groups commissioned from the French sculptors working at the
Royal Palace (Fig. R).9
Tessin corresponded with agents, principally in Paris, who
provided him with prints, books and drawings. Of particular importance is the surviving correspondence with Daniel Cronström, a Swedish diplomat in Paris, who spent a large part of his
time hunting down rare specimens for Tessin. The architect also
tried to keep an eye on the Italian market. During Tessin’s last vi-
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Fig. P Nicodemus Tessin the Younger (NSRQÓNTOU), Ideal view of his own library, c. NTNR. Pen and brown ink, NVKR ñ OP cm. Nationalmuseum, åãÜ ÅÉäë NOMK

sit to Rome in NSUU, he had formed a personal acquaintance
with the publisher Giovanni Giacomo de Rossi, but since then,
Tessin had gradually fallen out of touch with the developments
on the Italian art book market. In October NTMO, the Swedish architect thus experienced a pleasant surprise when he received an
unforeseen gift. He writes to Cronström:

large and contains many beautiful things, and it can be counted as one of
the best books on architecture ever printed. It came out only this last year.10
Tessin could hardly have been more delighted with the first volume of the Studio d’Architettura Civile, published earlier the same
year by Domenico de Rossi, which undoubtedly is the book referred to. Its range of subjects and the precision and beauty of its
prints corresponded exactly to the architect’s taste.
Not only did the gift of De Rossi’s new publication to Tessin
meet with his approval in a general way, it could also not have
been timelier. In NTMO, the architect was working with the dra-

The Törnflychts’ luggage from Italy has arrived. ... The elder brother has
presented me with a thick volume that has been engraved in Rome, of the
ornaments of windows, doors, etc., of that which is most remarkable in
Rome, and of which is promised yet another volume. The first one is quite
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Fig. Q Unknown French sculptor, Louis XIV on Horseback. Plaster, H SU cm.
Nationalmuseum, åãëâ TQQK
Fig. R Jacques Foucquet the Elder (NSPVÓNTPN),
Trophy Group, c. NTNM. Wax and wood, H QSKR cm.
Nationalmuseum, åãëâ QPN.

wings for the new Royal Palace in Stockholm. In May NTMQ,
Tessin wrote to the king that he had completed the drawings for
the palace; “all Plans, façades and sections of Your Majesty’s palace, with all the particulars”.11 There are only a handful of drawings preserved from the design process.12 Even if we have little
insight into the exact chronology, it seems reasonable to assume
that Tessin was engaged in the design process in the autumn of
NTMO, eighteen months before the presentation drawings were finished. Thus, at the moment when he first opened the Studio
d’Architettura Civile, he was looking for solutions to hundreds of
details for the vast Royal Palace of Stockholm.

The most obvious case where it is clear that a De Rossi print has
served as Tessin’s direct source is the central window of the south
façade of the Royal Palace. The location is conspicuous enough,
but few have found it curious that the Pamphili dove should appear over the grandest entrance to the main residence of the
Swedish king. Jennifer Montagu notes it as an example of Tessin’s “unconcern for symbolism”.13 The window is clearly based
on plate SR in the first volume of the Studio, which shows one of
Borromini’s windows over the nave in S. Giovanni in Laterano,
where garlanded herms support an entablature, the cornice of
which is broken by a semi-oval arch containing the sitting dove
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Fig. T Central window of the south façade, the Royal Palace, Stockholm.

Fig. S Alessandro Specchi (NSSUÓNTOV), Part of the clerestory, S. Giovanni
in Laterano, Rome. Engraving. Studio d’Architettura Civile, I, NTMO, plate SR.

with an olive-branch in its mouth (Fig. S). The dove in the Studio
print is reversed in Tessin’s finished drawings and in the print after it. When the window was executed, many decades later, the
sculptor interpreted the images freely and the dove flies through
the air, thereby making its Pamphili parentage a little less noticeable (Fig. T).
A further example of Tessin using a motif taken from Borromini can be observed on the drawing and the related print for
the unexecuted Appeal Court (Hovrätt). The crowning attic
consists of a perspective with diminishing columns and a seated
statue of Justice, flanked by two windows (Figs. U and V). Tessin
had already used the trompe-l’oeil colonnade as a crowning element in his own house. New features, however, are the two almost square windows in the attic, the frames and shell décor of
which are modelled on Borromini’s celebrated windows for the
third, mezzanine storey of Palazzo Barberini, published in plate
QN in the Studio (Fig. NM).
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The Studio provided Tessin with an unequalled access to detailed
solutions for windows and portals of Roman buildings, in plates
of such intelligibility and precision that they could serve him as
direct models and perhaps be given to the draughtsmen in his
studio. The publication gave him opportunity to study features of
Roman architecture that had not, for some reason, appealed or
been known to him during his sojourns in the NSTMs and UMs,
such as the quoted Borrominian windows in their uncomfortably
high positions.
Tessin’s delight when opening the first volume of the Studio
in NTMO and his subsequent use of its plates in his design work
should be understood against a background at once trivial and significant: both the selection of architectural details in the Studio
and the manner in which they were visualised corresponded to
the models and representational techniques that Tessin himself
had studied and practised in Rome in the NSTMs. In a way, it was
a case of a 48-year-old being gratified on learning that the ideals
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Fig. U Claude Haton (c. NSTMÓNTPO) after Nicodemus Tessin the Younger,
Project for an Appeal Court in Stockholm, c. NTNQ. Engraving. The façade of the
Appeal Court (not executed) was designed as a screen to close the palace
project to the west. The low, curved wings forming the outer courtyard
were built. Nationalmuseum, åãÖ ONLNVVTWOMK

Fig. NM Alessandro Specchi (NSSUÓNTOV), Third-storey window of the western façade, Palazzo Barberini, Rome. Engraving. Studio d’Architettura Civile,
I, NTMO, plate QN.

Fig. V Claude Haton (c. NSTMÓNTPO) after Nicodemus Tessin the Younger
(NSRQÓNTOU), Appeal Court. Detail of the attic with the window inspired by
Borromini’s window for the top storey of Palazzo Barberini.
Nationalmuseum, åãÖ ONLNVVTWOM EdetailFK

most of the Studio plates, shared the experience of training in
Carlo Fontana’s studio. Although a foreigner of an earlier generation, it is clear that Tessin also shared the values and assumptions of the culture out of which the Studio originated.
Great as Tessin’s appreciation of the Studio d’Architettura Civile was, it was arguably of less importance to him than other De
Rossi publications. I will give only one example of how the Insignium Romae templorum prospectus (NSUPÓNSUQ) stimulated him.15
Because of the Great Nordic war, the construction of the Stock-

he had espoused in his early twenties were still alive. The evidence supporting this particular argument can be found in the collection of study drawings that he brought back to Stockholm,
now preserved in the Nationalmuseum.14 A particularly striking
case is Tessin’s drawing dating from c. NSTR of one of the doors
of the sala in Palazzo Barberini, which conforms to the Studio
print (pl. QS) of NTMO in a number of ways: combination of plan
and elevation, shading, the position of the scale (Figs. NN and
NO). Tessin and Alessandro Specchi, who was responsible for
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Fig. NN Nicodemus Tessin the Younger (NSRQÓNTOU), Door in the Salone,
elevation and plan, Palazzo Barberini, Rome, c. NSTR. Pen and brown ink,
grey and red wash, PN ñ OO cm. Nationalmuseum, åãÜ íÜÅ NUMQK

Fig. NO Alessandro Specchi (NSSUÓNTOV), Door in the Salone, Palazzo
Barberini, Rome. Engraving. Studio d’Architettura Civile, I, NTMO, plate QS.

holm palace came to a standstill around NTNM. Tessin now began
to design a series of monumental buildings for central Stockholm, conjuring up a triumphalist, Italianate surrounding for
the still unfinished Palace.16 Among the planned buildings was a
royal burial church, with a tall dome, bell towers and a classical
portico, based on a long series of international models. The project is presented in three drawings: façade elevation, section and
plan, according to the system of representation of architecture
promulgated by the Roman Accademia di San Luca and codified
in the Insignium Romae templorum prospectus. Particularly striking
are the similarities between Tessin’s elevation and section, on the
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one hand, and Francesco Venturini’s plates of S. Agnese in Piazza Navona on the other (Figs. NP and NQ). Different traits, from
the way in which the elevation almost fills out the horizontal space available to the rendering of the wall sections and the foreshortenings, indicate that Tessin was keen to present the project
in the mode of Venturini’s prints. Although the royal burial
church in one sense belongs to the pan-European neo-Borrominian movement of the NUth century, it is nevertheless also clear
that the mode of graphic representation intends us to read the
project as a building stone in the august tradition of Roman ecclesiastical architecture.
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Fig. NQ Giovanni Francesco Venturini (NSRM – after NTNM), Façade elevation,
S. Agnese in Piazza Navona, Rome. Engraving. Insignium Romae Templorum
Prospectus ed. NUUQ, plate NT. Nationalmuseum.

Fig. NP Studio of Nicodemus Tessin the Younger, Project for Royal Burial
Church in Stockholm, Elevation of façade, c. NTNP. Pen and black ink, grey
wash, VRKR ñ SV cm. Nationalmuseum, åãÜ íÜÅ RPOQK

Tessin’s NTNO catalogue contains little from the architect’s own
pen apart from a brief preface. This page tells us what the catalogue is intended for: on the one hand, it is to divert connoisseurs, those already initiated in the arts; on the other hand, it is
to demonstrate the study, the application and the untiring collecting required if genuine knowledge of the arts is to be attained. “If”, Tessin continues,

deed, it is for this very reason that they have only been seen to flourish in
the mightiest of dominions.17
The roles are clearly defined. It is the task of kings to support the
arts, and this requires resources and freedom for individuals like
Tessin. His collection is the tool with which he works and, if assembling it has incurred no little cost for his employer, this is because everything that Tessin does is ultimately intended to reflect
on the monarchy. Tessin suggests that magnificent secular power, perhaps even absolute monarchy, is a requisite for the flourishing of the arts. When he speaks about the monarchs and the

... monarchs were to offer the arts and sciences as much inclination and
zeal, as the ignorant oppress them with their slander and their shameful
hypocrisy, we should soon view them in their splendour once again. In-

NNT
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“mightiest of dominions”, we must assume that Tessin refers to
Louis XIV and Charles XII of Sweden – the radiant Sun and the
constant Northern Star. On Tessin’s initiative, the arts in Sweden
were organised on the direct model of the Surintendance des Bâtiments du Roi. It could be maintained that Tessin’s control and influence was in fact greater than that of his French counterparts.
As one individual he took on many roles that in France were divided between several individuals.
In architectural history, the first years of the NUth century are
sometimes treated as part of the NTth and sometimes as the prelude to the NUth. An important aspect of Tessin’s activities
around NTMM as architect, collector and writer is that he was
trying to come to terms with how the architecture of NTth-century Rome – exceptional in every sense of the word – could be
transplanted to the absolute monarchies of Northern Europe,
with their harsh climate, flat and open terrain, sparse population, and different religion and system of government. He did
not arrive at a conclusive solution, but others would follow, and
we must see his efforts as a link in the chain connecting Papal
Rome with the grand schemes of NUth-century Berlin, Potsdam,
Karlsruhe, and many other German cities and – further east –
St Petersburg.

sciences appartenant au Baron Tessin, Stockholm NTNO, Per Bjurström and

Mårten Snickare (eds.), Stockholm OMMM.

TK Traictè dela decoration interieure NTNT, Patricia Waddy (ed.), Stockholm
OMMO.

UK This print was used as a source for the late 20th-century reconstruction
of the library of William III at the palace of Het Loo. Daniel Marot had
made designs both for the interiors and the garden at Het Loo. Little

remained, however, of the NTth-century interiors and the restoration was
based on inventories (and other written sources), surviving paint layers and
three prints by Marot. See Adriaan W. Vliegenthart, “Probleme bei der
Ausstattung von Palais Het Loo, in Das Schloss und seine Ausstattung als denkmalpflegerische Aufgabe, Florian Fiedler and Michael Petzet (eds.), München
NVVR, pp. QNÓQQ (here, p. QN).

VK Linda Hinners, De fransöske handtwerkarne vid Stockholms slott NSVPÓNTNP,

Stockholm OMNO, pp. OQUÓOROI ORUÓORVK

NMK Weigert and Hernmarck NVSQ, pp. PNUÓPNV.

NNK Stockholm, Riksarkivet, Skrivelser till Kungl. Maj:t från
Överintendentsämbetet, vol. PMVI NP May NTMQ.

NOK Björn R. Kommer, Nicodemus Tessin der Jüngere und das Stockholmer

Schloss, Heidelberg NVTQ, pp. OMÓOP. In an inventory from c. NTPO of the

Tessin family’s collection of drawings, there are only PP drawings listed

(ff. RNÓRO) for the Stockholm palace, including the finished drawings on

Notes:

which the prints were based (Stockholm, Nationalmuseum Archives, the

NK A version of this article was presented in the session “Artists, architects,

Artists Archive, C.G. Tessin, Biographica).

libraries and books” at the NMNst annual conference of the College Art

NPK Jennifer Montagu,“The Church Decorations of Nicodemus Tessin the

Association in New York in February OMNP. I should like to thank the chairs

Younger”, in Konsthistorisk tidskrift, XXXI, NVSO, pp. NQ and OS (note QM).

NQK Perhaps as a security measure, Tessin listed the drawings before leaving

Sarah McPhee and Heather Hyde Minor, the panellists and the audience

Rome in NSTT, so there can be no question of them being of a later date.

for comments and suggestions. A longer version of the part of the article
discussing Nicodemus Tessin and the De Rossi prints has appeared as

Even though the works of Michelangelo, Bernini and Borromini dominate,

“Nicodemus Tessin the Younger and the De Rossi books: a vision of Roman

many other examples by Roman cinque- and seicento architects complete

architecture in eighteenth-century Sweden” in Studio d’Architettura Civile.

the picture together with a few antique monuments. Riksarkivet (National
Archives of Sweden), Stockholm, E RTNT, no. T.

Gli Atlanti di architettura moderna e la diffusion dei modelli romani nell’Europa

del Settecento, Aloisio Antinori (ed.), Rome OMNP, pp. NURÓONN. For an

NRK Another example is Fredrikskyrkan in Karlskrona, constructed
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